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No Store Stock or Even a Register
NFC-Enabled Hybrid Retail "Shopping Wall" Started

Aquabit Spirals Inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, President and CEO: Tomohiro 
Hagiwara), expanding "Tapit" NFC (near field communication) marketing 
platform across Japan, started a new O2O2O (offline to online to offline) 
business called "Shopping Wall" with Tapit and EC sites which enables new 
retail models that do not require cash registers or store stock.

In Shopping Wall, purchase pages for products on an EC site are read into a 
smartphone using an NFC tag or QR code affixed to posters and product 
images exhibited on a wall or displayed items; no special apps required.  
Shoppers settle transactions online, and products are delivered later.  This 
hybrid merchandise model incorporates the convenience of easy online 
purchases while making products appeal and attract shoppers in a real store, 
greatly reducing over-the-counter costs.

Osaka-based Daito Co., Ltd. (Headquarters: Osaka, President: Takehito 
Yamada), expanding DIY-tool.com and leading the DIY online store industry in 
Japan, is in collaboration with Aquabit Spirals to launch their first Shopping 
Wall project by promoting a select location with the goal of opening in early 
fall this year.

Aquabit Spirals proposes new future potential of EC by utilizing Shopping Wall 
for companies that want to open a way to attract customers to new sales 
channels with effective use of dead spaces or unused walls, such as 
commercial facilities, public facilities, outdoor spaces, etc.  Aquabit Spirals will 
promote creation of new value with fusion of real and virtual shopping.
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Two Types of Merchandise are Suited to a Shopping Wall

FMCG (fast moving consumer goods) where product features are known 
already, and bulky or heavy items (e.g. detergents, beverage cases, toilet paper 
etc.) are easy to buy without comparison to real things.  These products are 
well suited for purchasing from a photograph on a wall.

However, photographs cannot convey charm, feeling, and materials of many 
goods (e.g. bags, interiors, tableware, hobby supplies, toys, etc.)  These are 
best suited for physical exhibition.  But only one item for display is required 
with Shopping Wall; no stock necessary.

In either case, it's also not necessary to carry out purchased items, and 
opportunity loss will be reduced because consumers purchase easily via a 
simple tap when their appetite is increased at the sight of an exhibited poster 
or real items.

Sales management and introduction of payment terminals are not required for 
receiving over-the-counter cash payments. Security and training costs of over-
the-counter staff will also be reduced greatly.

Aquabit Spirals operates with Tapit to manage NFC tags and QR codes for 
behavioral targeting based on aggregating behavioral history of a customer's 
offline access at each location, date, and time to anticipate marketing activities 
efficiently.

Possible Uses
■ direct sales in the showroom with no register
■ transforming corridors and walkways into shopping streets
■ purchasing from advertising posters like department stores
■ purchasing during wait times at bus stops or platforms
■ easy store openings just by hanging posters anywhere
■ opening stores at a big event venue by bringing only one trunk
■ stock free mobile sales stands
■ ZERO shopping bags
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Sample Wall Design



“Shopping Wall, connecting physical point appeal with online store convenience 
via a simple tap, should be a new standard as ‘hybrid retail’ of real and virtual 
merchandise in the near future.  This new business will be expanded as a brand 
called ‘Carry Free (free-hands shopping)’, and provide new value and 
experience to both B2B and B2C business in ‘Connected Life’ supported by 
NFC-enabled phones.”, says Tomohiro Hagiwara, CEO of Aquabit Spirals Inc.

“‘Bigger than expected’, ‘color is different from monitor’s’, we’ve heard from  
customers.  We eCommerce companies expect Shopping Wall to resolve these gap 
problems between online and offline.  Additionally, starting a real DIY tools store 
at a metropolitan area is very hard in regards to cost.  Shopping Wall enables it, if 
even only a wall exists.  Hands-free, no shopping bags, and no cars.   Shopping in 
a DIY wall store, and even in the city center should be convenient, exciting, and 
innovative.”, says Takehito Yamada, President of Daito Co., Ltd.

"It's excellent to see Aquabit Spirals using Tapit technology to bridge the gap 
between bricks and mortar retail and online retail. Aquabit Spirals is enhancing 
the traditional retail experience by blending in mCommerce and internet based 
product information. There is no reason why traditional and digital retail 
shouldn't co-exist; Aquabit Spirals is proving this." says Jamie Conyngham, 
Tapit CEO & Co-Founder.
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Aquabit Spirals Inc.
Company Name : Aquabit Spirals Inc.
Headquarters  : 1-2-36-104 Higashi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, JP 108-0074
Established  : March 31, 2009
President & CEO : Tomohiro Hagiwara
URL  : http://spirals.co.jp

Daito Co., Ltd.
Company Name : Daito, Co., Ltd.
Headquarters  : 2-5-3, Ikunohigashi, Ikuno-ku, Osaka, JP 544-0025
Established  : June 23, 1952
President  : Takehito Yamada
URL  : http://www.diy-tool.com

Contact information for this news
Aquabit Spirals Representatives: Tomohiro Hagiwara, George Yayama, Matthew Dumas
Telephone : +81 (0)3-6450-3758
Email : tapit@spirals.co.jp

Moreover
※ Shopping Wall is a trademark of Aquabit Spirals Inc. in Japan.
※ Tapit is a trademark of Tapit Media Pty. Ltd.
※ Other company names and product service names mentioned in this press release 
are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners.
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